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“We are witnessing a significant 
geo-political transformation in our 
maritime environment and a shift 
to a multipolar world centered 
around the Indo-Pacific”

—Admiral R. Hari Kumar, 
Chief of the Naval Staff, in 
an interaction with Jayant 
Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, 
SP’s Naval Forces, lays 
out the roadmap for the 
modernisation and future 
growth plans of Indian Navy

Admiral R. Hari Kumar is leading 
the modernisation and capability 
enhancement of the Indian Navy as 
it undertakes an increased role in 
the Indian Ocean Region

SP’s Naval Forces (SP’s): Would you like 
to share on certain initiatives taken 
by our Navy in alignment with the At-
manirbharta initiative introduced by 
Government of India?
Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS): Indian 
Navy’s indigenous drive over the last few 
years has resulted in achieving substantial 
indigenisation in the field of hull, machin-
ery and electrical/electronic equipment. 
The equipment and machinery fitted on 
board ships in the three categories of 
Float, Move and Fight has been indigenised 
to the extent of 90 per cent, 60 per cent 
and 50 per cent respectively.

Indian Navy’s commitment to ‘Self Re-
liance in Defence Production’ is evident 
from the fact that all 28 ships and subma-
rines commissioned into the Navy over the 
last seven years have been built in India. 
Further, of the 39 ships and submarines, 
currently under construction, 37 are being 
built at Indian shipyards. These include 
the Aircraft Carrier - Vikrant, P-15B Class 
Destroyers, P17A class stealth Frigates and 
Scorpene class submarines. In the last one 
year, we commissioned three major indig-
enous platforms – Visakhapatnam, Karanj 
and Vela, launched Himgiri and Vagir, un-
dertook successful trial sorties of IAC, in-

ducted 13 aircraft and commissioned the 
first ALH MK III Squadron, in pursuance of 
‘Aatmanirbharta’.

The Navy has been constantly interact-
ing with the DRDO, PSUs and Industry to 
promote and nurture the indigenisation 
drive. Presently there are 37 ships and 
submarines being built in various Indian 
shipyards.

Over the past 10 years, a number of 
major systems/equipment, spares and 
sub-assemblies have been developed with 
large number of cases in various stages of 
execution. At present 22 major equipment 
and systems are under development along 

photograph: Indian Navy

PAgE 3
Indigenisation by Private 
Sector and Single Vendor 
Conundrum
All countries that have a mature defence 
industry, each segment of major weapon 
systems and platforms generally have only 
one or at the most two OEMs, mainly in the 
private sector
Vice Admiral A.K. Chawla (Retd)

PAgE 4
SCOD Recommendation for 
Three Aircraft Carriers

Two formidable battle groups centered 
around aircraft carriers offer the ability to 
support land operations, shift theatre as the 
situation may demand and choke points 
during prolonged operations.
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha (Retd)

PAgE 5
Contribution of MILAN 
Exercises to India’s Outreach
The list of invitees to Exercise MILAN 2022 
reflects the global reach and influence of the 
Indian Navy and also demonstrates the geo-
political heft of India and clearly brings out our 
excellent diplomatic relations across the globe
Vice Admiral A.K. Chawla (Retd)

PAgE 6
Naval Aviation at the CUSP of 
Enlarging OP Envelope
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha (Retd)

PAgE 6
President Kovind Reviews  
the Indian Navy Fleet
Lt General Naresh Chand (Retd)

Vice Admiral G. Ashok Kumar (Retd) 
was appointed National Maritime Security 

Coordinator (NMSC) on February 16, 2022.

National Maritime Security 
Coordinator Appointed
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with over 100 assemblies and sub-assem-
blies. Almost 500+ items are on our roll-on 
plan for Indigenisation and are being pro-
gressively addressed.

The Indian Navy has been a strong pro-
ponent of indigenisation and considerable 
ground has been covered in the ‘Float’ and 
‘Move’ categories of Naval platforms. Concur-
rent impetus is also being accorded to self-
reliance in the ‘Fight’ component. Towards 
this, existing GoI policies and initiatives are 
being harnessed to utilise the full potential 
of Indian Industry and Academia. A docu-
ment ‘SWAVLAMBAN’ has been uploaded on 
www.indiananavy.nic.in, which provides a 
roadmap for developing indigenous capabili-
ties and enables industry to better appreci-
ate Navy’s requirements and priorities.

Further, in pursuance to ‘Aatmanirb-
har Bharat’ announcement, MoD/DDP has 
launched portal ‘www.srijandefence.gov.in’ 
for wide visibility of equipment/items that 
need focused indigenised development by 
the three Services. The portal enables in-
crease in vendor base and expedites the 
process of identifying relevant fields of ex-
pertise available commercially. The Indian 
Navy has, to-date, a list of more than 300 
items hosted on the portal, of which, sup-
ply-orders have been placed for 67 items.

SP’s: Air Power at Sea is one of the most 
crucial requirement for the Navy. What 
do you think should be done to ensure 
that Indian Navy is not lagging behind?
CNS: Air operations at sea are integral to In-
dian Navy’s concept of operations. In order 
to ensure keeping pace with technological 
advancements and growing aviation require-
ments, aircraft carriers have been a priority 
area for the Indian Navy. The development of 
our first Indigenous Aircraft Carrier by over-
coming numerous challenges is testimony of 
our resolve. The Indian Navy is looking for-
ward to early integration of the MH-60R and 
upgraded Kamov 28 with the fleet. Addition-
ally, the Indian Navy is steadfastly pursuing 
development of the indigenous Twin Engine 
Deck Based Fighter (TEDBF), which is likely 
to fructify by the XVth Defence Plan. Under 
the aegis of ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’, impetus 
is also being laid upon indigenous develop-
ment to allow light, durable and increased 
air frame life, thus enabling maximisation 
of operational exploitation as compared to 
existing platforms.

SP’s: When are we likely to get the AoN 
for the Armed UAVs? Can you kindly 
share the experience you have had with 
the two UAVs leased from US, till now?
CNS: The joint case for procurement of MQ-
9B HALE RPAs is likely to be considered by 
Defence Acquisition Council for accord of 
Acceptance of Necessity. The Indian Navy 

has leased two unarmed version of the pre-
production MQ-9B HALE RPAS in order to 
meet immediate requirements. The perfor-
mance of the platform has been as per ex-
pectations of the Indian Navy. These drones 
have been effectively employed by the Navy 
to augment air effort required to provide 
battle field transparency, develop MDA and 
also monitor trade and commerce passing 
through the key choke points in the IOR.

SP’s: What is the current status of our 
Navy’s submarine arm?
CNS: As on date, the Indian Navy has 17 
submarines in commission. In so far as the 
expansion plans of the submarine arm are 
concerned, the first three P-75 submarines 
were commissioned between December 
2017 and March 2021. The fourth subma-
rine Vela was commissioned last month 
and the fifth submarine is at an advanced 
stage of trials. The RFP for a new class of 
submarines under Project 75(I) has been is-

sued. Construction of all submarines of P-
75(I) will be carried out in India under the 
Strategic Partnership (SP) model. Addition-
ally, the Government has also approved a 
proposal for extending the service life of 
four Sindhughosh class and two Shishumar 
class submarines. As part of this, two sub-
marines have already arrived in India post 
completion of Medium Refit cum Life Certi-
fication (MRLC) at Russia. MRLC of the third 
and fourth submarine are ongoing and are 
likely to be completed by mid-2022.

Whilst the submarine force level is ad-
equate to respond to current threats, we 
need to expeditiously progress planned ac-
quisition progress to be future ready. The 
required force levels of our submarines and 
strategy of their operation in the future are 
in accordance with the overall naval plans of 
countering threats to national interests close 
to the coast as well in distant waters. Most of 
our submarines have been modernised and 
upgraded in terms of their weapons-sensors 
suite as well as their crew-support system. 
The Indian Navy’s submarine arm is a potent 
force, fully capable of accomplishing a wide 
range of operational tasks.

SP’s: How is the case for P75(I) progressing?
CNS: Project 75(I) is the first case to be 
progressed under the Strategic Partnership 
model and includes several unique require-
ments like Life Cycle Sustenance, Indigeni-
sation Roadmap, Incentivisation, Transfer 
of Technology, etc. The RFP of the project 
is unique with no precedence in other ship 
building cases. Certain clarifications related 
to the SP model and other requirements were 

sought by the Indian Applicant Companies 
and potential Foreign Collaborators. These 
clarifications are being suitably addressed. 
All efforts are being made to progress the 
Project within the envisaged timelines.

SP’s: What is your Vision in the context of 
the Navy’s work force and their empow-
erment and coping with the Technologi-
cal Advancements as they evolve?
CNS: I sincerely believe that Navy’s work-
force has a major contribution towards 
achieving the aim of a ‘Combat Ready, 
Credible, Cohesive and Future-Proof Force’. 
We have instituted responsive HR manage-
ment, contemporary training, pro-active ad-
ministration and greater integration of the 
Naval community. Towards this, the mini-
mum entry qualification of officers and sail-
ors has been enhanced to B.Tech and 10+2 
respectively. Up-skilling of personnel is an 
ongoing process, wherein officers and sail-
ors are deputed for contemporary courses 
at regular intervals, including courses in 
niche fields such as AI/ML, Cyber, IT, nu-
clear technology, project management, ship 
building etc. Vacancies for M.Tech courses 
are being increased from 75 to 110 per year. 
In addition, personnel are also deputed for 
suitable courses abroad to remain in-date 
with the rapidly changing technology.

SP’s: What will be your key message 
to the Sailors and Officers of Indian 
Navy as we celebrate the ‘Azadi ka 
Amrit Mahotsav’?
CNS: As we celebrate the ‘Azadi ka Amrit 
Mahotsav’ and ‘Swarnim Vijay Varsh’ this 
year, we can look back and appreciate the 
transformation of the Indian Navy into 
a potent Blue Water Navy. This has been 
made possible due to the vision, hard work 
and perseverance of our predecessors.

But we cannot rest on our laurels, as 
we are witnessing a significant geo-political 
transformation in our maritime environ-
ment and a shift to a multipolar world cen-
tered around the Indo-Pacific. To promote, 
preserve and protect our maritime inter-
ests in such an environment, we need to 
be not just a strong and modern Navy, but 
also a future proof Navy.

Our raison-de-etre remains ‘Readiness 
for Conflict’, which aims to win across the 
spectrum of competition and cooperation by 
focusing on the pillars of Sustained Opera-
tions, Enhanced Domain Awareness, Meticu-
lous Maintenance, Efficient Logistics, Evolv-
ing Training and Professional personnel.

My message to the officers and sailors 
of the Indian Navy would be to prepare for 
the future battlefield, focus on winning ev-
ery day, reaffirm their dedication to the na-
tion, work hard and train harder to become 
professionals of the highest order. SP

EXCLUSIVE / CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF

This issue starts with an exclu-
sive interaction with CNS Admi-
ral R. Hari Kumar. The CNS gave 
an overview of the global secu-
rity environment & an insight into 
the modernisation plans of the 
Indian Navy through indigenisa-
tion. He stressed that as tech-
nology advances, the Navy and 
its manpower will keep pace. He 
said that we are witnessing a sig-
nificant geo-political transforma-
tion in our maritime environment 
and a shift to a multipolar world 
centred around the Indo-Pacific. 
The CNS then said that Indian 
Navy’s commitment to ‘Self Re-
liance in Defence Production’ is 
evident from the fact that all 28 
ships and submarines commis-
sioned into the Navy over the 

last seven years have been built 
in India. Further, of the 39 ships 
and submarines, currently under 
construction, 37 are being built 
at Indian shipyards.

In an article on ‘Indigeni-
sation’, Vice Admiral Chawla 
(Retd) gives a brief overview of 
the process which opened up 
for 100 per cent participation by 
private players and how new en-
ergy has been injected into the 
private sector with incentives & 
friendly modified procedures. He 
observed that multi-vendor com-
petition is necessary for com-
monly used items but is a disin-
centive for the private sector in 
the case of big-ticket items.

The article on Aircraft Carri-
ers by Vice Admiral Sinha (Retd) 

makes a case for three aircraft 
carriers which has also been 
recommended by the Standing 
Committee of Defence of the 
Parliament due to India’s own 
serious challenges in the Indian 
Ocean Region. Maritime threats 
have accentuated due to the col-
lusion of Pakistan and China. 
The argument is buttressed by 
highlighting the power of the 
battle groups centred around air-
craft carriers which offer the abil-
ity to support land operations, 
shift theatre as the situation may 
demand and choke points dur-
ing prolonged operations. A very 
logical & cogent argument made 
for three aircraft carriers.

Then there is an article on 
Exercise MIlAN 2022 where the 

actual participation of ships/dele-
gations was from about 31 coun-
tries (with the other countries 
being represented by their dip-
lomatic representatives in India). 
The invitation list for participation 
truly reflects the global reach and 
influence of the Indian Navy.

Happy reading you discern-
ing readers!

Jayant BaranwaL
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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“Whilst the submarine force 
level is adequate to respond 
to current threats, we need 
to expeditiously progress 
planned acquisition progress 
to be future ready”

Admiral R. Hari Kumar presenting a memento to Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Naval Forces  
during their interaction 

photograph: Indian Navy
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DEFENCE PROCUREMENT

n Vice AdmirAl A.K. chAwlA (retd)

A
S WE ENTER THE eighth year 
of the ‘Make in India’ drive 
announced by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi in 2014, it is a 
good occasion to take stock of 

the progress of the holy grail of defence 
indigenisation by the private sector in 
India, which was opened up for 100 per 
cent participation by private players only 
in May 2001, having till then been reserved 
exclusively for the public sector.

Streamlining Defence Procurement
After the Defence Procurement Procedure 
(DPP) was reviewed in 2002, the govern-
ment appointed the Vijay Kelkar Commit-
tee in April 2004 to examine the current 
acquisition procedures and recommend 
changes in the process. An important 
part of the recommendations was the par-
ticipation of the private sector in defence 
production. In its report rendered in 
November 2005, the Kelkar Committee 
recommended that selected private sector 
companies should be nominated to build 
major defence platforms such as tanks, air-
craft and ships, which had been reserved 
since independence for Defence PSUs and 
Ordnance Factories (OFs). To enable this 
participation, DPP-2006 stipulated that 
defence industry leaders were to be identi-
fied as Raksha Udyog Ratnas (RURs)/Cham-
pions of Defence Industry. These were to be 
treated at par with Defence PSUs, which are 
selected by the Government for receiving 
technology and undertaking license pro-
duction with Transfer of Technology (TOT) 
from overseas sources. The DPP laid down 
the specific criterion for private sector enti-
ties to be selected as RURs, and the details 
of the committee that would be appointed 
to vet the applications. The selected RURs 
were to be reimbursed 80 per cent of their 
R&D expenditure by the government. As a 
consequence, the government appointed 
the Prabir Sengupta Committee to screen 
private sector applicants. The committee 
examined around 40 applicants and recom-
mended about 15 of them for RUR status, 
but the matter did not progress further.

In 2013, the Ministry of Defence de-
cided to scrap its plan to nominate RURs. 
The reason for doing this was stated to 
be the opposition from small private sec-
tor companies, who would have been in-
eligible for such a status. However, another 

reason was the opposition to the proposal 
from DPSU trade unions, who feared loss 
of orders from the more nimble and effi-
cient private sector. The MoD also argued 
that the ‘Buy and Make’ procurement cat-
egory, which had been introduced in DPP 
2008, had obviated the need for RURs, as 
it allowed a private company to lead the 
development of a weapon system or plat-
form by integrating its individual compo-
nents, including a percentage procured 
from abroad – pretty much what was being 
done by Defence PSUs as well. However, the 
scrapping of the provision of RURs was op-
posed by the private sector industry bodies 
as Defence PSUs and OFs still had an unfair 
advantage in terms of tax and excise ben-
efits and favourable treatment in the pay-

ment of customs duties for materials, sub-
systems and systems imported by them, as 
compared to the private sector.

Boosting the Private Sector
Consequent to the ‘Make in India’ initiative 
launched by Prime Minister Modi in 2014, 
the government has taken a number of 
steps to facilitate the participation of the 
private sector in the defence sector. These 
include:
zz Introduction of the ‘Buy Indian’ catego-

ry (indigenous design, developed and 
manufactured) as the first priority for 
placing orders for defence equipment 
in DPP 2016.

zz Revision of DPP-2016 as Defence Ac-
quisition Procedure (DAP)- 2020, which 

is driven by the tenets of Defence Re-
forms announced as part of ‘Atmanirb-
har Bharat Abhiyan’.

zz The Ministry of Defence has notified a 
‘Positive indigenisation list’ of systems 
and components for which there would 
be an embargo on the import beyond 
the timeline indicated against them, 
thereby offering an opportunity to the 
Indian defence industry to manufacture 
these items using their own design and 
development capabilities.

zz The ‘Make’ Procedure of capital pro-
curement has been simplified with a 
provision for upto 70 per cent funding 
of development cost by the Government 
to Indian industry. In addition, there 
are specific reservations for MSMEs un-
der the ‘Make’ procedure.

zz Procedure for ‘Make-II’ category (indus-
try funded), introduced in DPP 2016 to 
encourage indigenous development and 
manufacture of defence equipment has 
number of industry friendly provisions 
such as relaxation of eligibility criteri-
on, minimal documentation, provision 
for considering proposals suggested by 
industry/individual etc. By mid-2021, 
58 projects have been accorded ‘Ap-
proval in Principle’.

zz FDI in the Defence Sector has been en-
hanced up to 74 per cent through the 
Automatic Route for companies seek-
ing a new defence industrial license 
and up to 100 per cent by Government 
Route wherever it is likely to result in 

Continued on page 7...
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Indigenisation by Private 
Sector and Single Vendor 
Conundrum

All countries that have a mature defence industry, each segment of major weapon systems and platforms generally have 
only one or at the most two OEMs, mainly in the private sector

Launching VELA, the fourth Indian Scorpene Class Submarine

photograph: Naval group

Multi-vendor competition, 
while necessary for 
commonly used items is a 
disincentive for the private 
sector, which has to make a 
decent profit to survive
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AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

n Vice AdmirAl SheKhAr SinhA (retd)

I
N A RECENT REPORT to the gov-
ernment, the Standing Committee of 
Defence (SCOD) of the parliament has 
suggested that the Indian Navy’s pro-
jection for three carrier Navy is indis-

pensable. Though it will be the decision of 
the government whether it can invest in 
aircraft carrier at present given the state 
of economy which is in the process of 
remarkable recovery post pandemic.

Issue of aircraft carriers have always 
evoked debate, not only in India but else-
where in the world. These always result 
in two clear opinions, namely Ayes and 
Naysayers. In the middle of these two the 
government of the day has to weigh its de-
cision based on the security environment 
projections over next five to ten years and 
the trajectory of economy particularly now 
at the time of post pandemic recovery.

Importance of Indo-Pacific Region
Emerging threat in the coming decade is 
in the Indian Ocean, which is India’s life-
line for prosperity. It has been buttressed 
further by ‘Atmanirbhar’ Bharat call by 
the Prime Minister. To large extent secu-
rity concerns of Indian government was 
reflected in the speech of PM to the UNSC 
in August 2021 during India’s presidency 
of the Council where his entire emphasis 
was on role of seas for prosperity of the 
world and how security of these Sea Lanes 
of Communication was essential to meet 
the future goals.

Government intent is also reflected 
in the bilateral agreements that India has 
sighed over last seven years in which Mari-
time Security has been most prominent.

India’s own Indo Pacific document, con-
stitution of a separate division in the MEA, 
joining the Quad, 2+2 ministerial agree-
ments with the US, Australia, France, Japan 
(possibly) and now Russia in the pipeline 
are nothing but aggregate of India’s Mari-
time focus by Modi Government. Sea blind-
ness was often spoken by strategists being 
India’s bane. Under the colonial rule India 
was reminded of Mughal invasion through 
the mountain passes in the north and 
northwest. These threats & insecurity from 
land borders was accentuated by arbitrary 
lines drawn to define India’s borders by the 
colonizers. India was born with troubled 
land border in the north and West. It only 
justified sea blindness. India virtually re-
mained boxed in the land framework with-
out looking beyond the shores which had 

much room to expand for prosperity. PM 
Modi’s arrival has changed all that. While 
land border security challenge will remain 
as they exist, seas offer India the necessary 
room to expand her trade and commerce 
and resultantly prosperity of the country. 
If our Human Development Index has to 
improve and get into double digits (pres-
ently India is at 146 out of approximately 
200 countries in the world), it is important 
that our economy grows which will facili-
tate investments in sectors such as infra-
structure, education and healthcare.

Cooperative Mechanism
Very early in his innings PM Modi 
announced his intention of SAGAR (Secu-
rity and Growth for All in the Region) 
and Act East. One look at the world map 
makes it obvious that India’s geography 
has blessed it with vast areas of sea which 
need to be exploited for prosperity. India 
with largest population, GDP and military 
power in the IOR positions it in a leader-
ship role. The government has made hinter-
land infrastructure & port development its 
prime agenda in the SAGARMALA project 
which has the potential to catapult India in 
the league of top three economies of world. 
Maritime issues have found extremely 
important space in India’s foreign policy 
discourse. This is one of the important 
achievements of the government.

With the growth of trade and commerce 
associated are the security concerns. Geo-

politics is undergoing massive churn. Rise 
of China and relative withdrawal of the US 
into a shell has the potential of robbing the 
US of its unipolar stature and rewriting the 
world order. If anything, Corona pandemic 
has accelerated this process. It is Asia and 
Indo Pacific where the new great game is 
unfolding. Taliban takeover of Afghanistan, 
resultant push by China to its BRI project 
to connect Eurasia and it aggressive behav-
ior in the South China Sea are geostrategic 
alterations underway. In this contest for 
supremacy between US and China, India 
must create its place in the world. Time is 
here and now.

Challenges at Sea for India
While land border security situation is 
unlikely to ease, it is the ocean which gives 
India the space to grow and improve its 
standing in the world. Economy needs to 
grow rapidly @ 9-10 per cent per year for 
India to prosper and also ensure it land 
and maritime security. These are essen-
tial for our development, improvement 
in living standards, education, health-
care etc each one requiring creation of 
infrastructure. This points at security of 
Sea Lanes of Communication over which 
flows our trade. Commerce as much as 
security calls for cooperative mecha-
nisms with other countries who share the 
seas. No one country can have assets to 
ensure desired security over vast spaces 
of the Indo Pacific. Cooperative arrange-

ments such as QUAD and AUKUS are need 
of the hour.

India has its own serious challenges in 
the Indian Ocean Region. Arabian Sea and 
Southern Indian Ocean are live maritime 
theatre of India whereas the Bay of Bengal 
is simmering. Maritime threats have ac-
centuated post collusion of Pakistan and 
China. The two names have become synon-
ymous. Every weapon system in the Paki-
stani inventory is if Chinese origin. One of 
the four frigates has been commissioned, 
induction of submarines (eight of them) 
has commenced. There are reports of likely 
transfer of Aircraft Carrier Liaoning to PN. 
The Pakistan submarines are expected to 
have Air Independent propulsion, which 
give these boats longer endurance under-
water without having to surface for charg-
ing the batteries. This offers PN opportu-
nity of conducting underwater operations 
in Grey zone for prolonged durations. On 
the eastern seaboard Chinese presence is 
on the increase with more and more crude 
being offloaded in Myanmar for refining fa-
cilities in Kunming.

India has active two and half fronts at 
sea. Bay of Bengal (comprising of choke 
points Straits of Malacca, Sunda and Lom-
bok Straits), Arabian Sea (comprising of 
Gulf, Straits of Hormuz, Gulf of Aden with 
traffic emerging from Red Sea, Madagascar 
Channel & Cape of Good hope) and lastly 
Southern Indian Ocean comprising of Mau-
ritius, Seychelles, Maldives & SLOC South 
America- Malacca Strait. The SLOCS criss 
cross the entire Indian Ocean which run the 
risk of interdiction in times of conflict with 
two nuclear weapon states in cohort. Given 
this threat scenario, two formidable battle 
groups centered around aircraft carriers 
are inescapable. It offers the Commanders 
at sea the ability to support land opera-
tions, shift theatre as the situation may de-
mand, deploy to island territories and choke 
points during prolonged operations. There 
has been debate on vulnerability of these 
platforms at sea, it must be appreciated that 
every war fighting assets, whether sea based 
or land based, can be targeted either by con-
ventional weapons or hypersonic weapons. 
It does not imply that a country should not 
acquire military power. The crunch of funds 
may lead to staggered acquisition but cer-
tainly not giving up assets around which 
credible battle fleets are formed.

Our parliamentarians of the SCOD 
need to be complemented for their far-
sighted assessment of emerging threats 
and platforms/firepower needed for cred-
ible maritime security in the Indian Ocean 
and littoral. SP

Two formidable battle groups centered around aircraft carriers offer the ability to support land 
operations, shift theatre as the situation may demand and choke points during prolonged operations.

photographs: indiannavy/twitter, DefenceMinIndia/twitter 

India has its own serious 
challenges in the Indian Ocean 
Region. Maritime threats have 
accentuated post collusion 
of Pakistan and China. There 
are reports of likely transfer 
of Chinese Aircraft Carrier 
Liaoning to Pakistan Navy.

Every war fighting asset, 
whether sea based or land 
based, can be targeted either 
by conventional weapons or 
hypersonic weapons. It does 
not imply that a country should 
not acquire military power.

SCOD Recommendation for 
Three Aircraft Carriers

(Top) INS Vikramaditya is a modified Kiev-class aircraft carrier and the flagship of the Indian Navy, which 
entered into service in 2013; (Above) INS Vikrant, also known as Indigenous Aircraft Carrier 1 (IAC-1), is an 

aircraft carrier constructed by the Cochin Shipyard Limited for the Indian Navy.
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NAVAL EXERCISES

n Vice AdmirAl A.K. chAwlA (retd)

E
XERCISE MILAN 2022 WAS held in, 
the ‘City of Destiny’, Vishakhapat-
nam, from February 25 to March 
4, 2022, in two phases – the har-
bour phase from February 25-28 

and the sea phase from March 1-4, 2022. 
Held every two years, the earlier exercise 
scheduled in 2020 was cancelled because 
of the onset of the Covid pandemic. The 
latest MILAN is significant as it is the 
first major multilateral maritime gathering 
since the onset of the Covid pandemic and 
signals a resumption of normality to the 
global maritime community. Navies from 
46 countries across the globe had been 
invited to this version of MILAN, which is 
the largest number invited thus far.

Size and Scope of MILAN
The countries invited include - all IOR lit-
torals and the Gulf countries; all QUAD 
navies, with the US and Japan invited for 
the first time; all countries from Southeast 
Asia; the United Kingdom, France, Russia, 
South Korea, Saudi Arabia, Eritrea, Egypt, 
New Zealand, Fiji and Israel. While the 
actual participation of ships/delegations 
was from about 31 countries (with the 
other countries being represented by their 
diplomatic representatives in India), the 
invitation list truly reflects the global reach 
and influence of the Indian Navy. The invi-
tee list also reflects the geo-political heft 
of India and clearly brings out our excel-
lent diplomatic relations across the globe, 
because of our democratic credentials and 
adherence to the rule of law. The list of 
countries attending will surely send a clear 
message to our adversaries about the capa-
bility of both India and the Indian Navy to 
bring together a rainbow of nations. Com-
ing at a time when tensions in various hot 
spots across the world are at a high pitch, 
such gatherings signal to the world at 
large, that what unites us is much larger 
than what divides us.

The theme for the latest Exercise MILAN 
was ‘Camaraderie, Cohesion, Collabora-
tion’, and reflects our willingness to learn 
from the professional experience of other 
navies, share expertise, and build trust and 
inter-operability. The event saw exercises 
at sea, professional discussions ashore, 
cultural tours, sports events, social interac-
tions and exchanges of each country’s tra-
ditions and culture. The Indian Navy also 
demonstrated its Deep Submergence Res-
cue Vessel (DSRV), which is meant to rescue 
submarines in distress, and is a capability 
that offers scope for international collabo-
ration in the region with all submarine op-
erating navies. The event was held imme-
diately after the Presidential Fleet Review 
in Visakhapatnam on February 21, 2022, 
where the President of India, Ram Nath Ko-
vind, reviewed a gathering of more than 60 
ships from the Indian Navy, Coast Guard, 
the Shipping Corporation of India and the 
National Institute of Ocean Technology. A 
number of submarines and over 50 naval 
aircraft also participated in the review.

Evolution of MILAN
It is interesting to explore the genesis of the 
MILAN series of exercises. During the Cold 
War years, despite India’s non-aligned for-

eign policy, the Indian Navy’s international 
engagements were limited due to the fact 
that the world was frozen into two blocs. 
The end of the Cold War in 1990 coincided 
with the opening up of India’s economy in 
1991, as also a concerted diplomatic out-
reach to Southeast Asian countries and the 
United States. Due to the inherent attri-
butes of flexibility, versatility and unobtru-
siveness of naval power, India enlisted the 
Indian Navy to support its major foreign 
policy objectives. The initiation of the Mal-
abar Exercises with the US Navy in 1992, 
and the MILAN Exercises with Southeast 
Asian navies in 1995, were not merely mili-
tary interactions but also contained power-
ful political messages. The fact that the US 
elevated Indo-US relations to the strategic 
plane and India become a sectoral dialogue 
partner of ASEAN in 1992, a full dialogue 
partner in 1995 (elevated to ASEAN+1 
in 2003), as also a member of the ARF in 
1996, could be attributed to the successful 
integration of India’s diplomatic, economic 
and military (mainly maritime) strategies in 
the region. Our economic diplomacy initi-
ated with the ‘Look East’ policy specifically 
re-invigorated our military ties with key 
Southeast Asian countries such as Indo-
nesia, Vietnam and Singapore. It is not 
surprising that the economic relationship 
between India and ASEAN, which began in 
earnest in 1992, resulted in a Free Trade 
Agreement being signed in 2009. This 
increased bilateral trade from $420 million 
in 1995 to $96.79 billion in 2019-20, amply 
demonstrating the synergy between trade 
and maritime security.

Literally meaning ‘meeting’ in Hindi, 
the first MILAN was held in 1995, and saw 

the participation of four littoral navies, In-
donesia, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand. 
Held at Port Blair, located strategically at 
the gateway of Malacca Strait, the first ex-
ercise was aimed to promote cooperation 
in maritime security and Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR). At 
the time that it was held, it was a landmark 
exercise, as all the participating countries 
had never exercised as one group before 
that. The scope of the multilateral gather-
ing has grown steadily over the years, with 
this year’s version being the most complex 
and advanced in terms of maritime exercis-
es. Ten versions of the exercise have been 
held at Port Blair between 1995 and 2018, 
and the latest MILAN is the first one to be 
held at Visakhapatnam.

Other Naval Engagements and Diplomatic 
Outreach
The MILAN series of exercises have been 
the precursor for several other multilat-
eral initiatives taken by the Indian Navy 
over the past three decades, including the 
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS), 
the Goa Maritime Conclave (GMC) and Goa 
Maritime Symposium (GMS). There has also 
been a tremendous increase in the Indian 
Navy’s bilateral interactions with navies 
from friendly foreign countries over the 
past three decades since the MILAN exer-
cises began. India today has signed defence 
agreements/MoUs with almost all regional 
and most major global navies. In the recent 
past, India has graduated to concluding 
logistics support agreements and white 
shipping information agreements with 
several key countries, thereby increasing 
the operational range of the Indian Navy’s 

ships and aircraft and also increasing the 
transparency of the maritime domain. The 
Indian Navy’s Information Fusion Centre 
(IFC) located at Gurugram also hosts sev-
eral observers from friendly navies. In 
addition, the Indian Navy has always been 
an important training centre for the world’s 
navies and today trains almost 1,000 offi-
cers and sailors in a range of disciplines 
every year. The Indian Navy’s hydrographic 
organisation has also undertaken several 
surveys for IOR littorals. All these activities 
indicate the trust and confidence that other 
countries repose in the Indian Navy’s pro-
fessional capabilities.

There have been several other spin-offs 
from these interactions – for example the 
ease with which the Indian Navy could con-
duct the post-tsunami HADR operations in 
2004 was largely because of the inter-op-
erability and personal bonds built up with 
the tsunami-affected countries during in-
teractions such as MILAN. These exercises 
also bring together small and larger (and 
more advanced navies) on the same plat-
form, thereby allowing mutual learning, 
particularly for smaller navies. Such inter-
actions also break down artificial barriers 
and increase transparency between coun-
tries through direct communication and 
interaction, not only at sea, but even more 
importantly during exchanges ashore, 
thereby engendering mutual understand-
ing and respect. The bonds built between 
personnel of different navies are very im-
portant in helping to build better relations 
between their countries. As Oliver Crom-
well remarked astutely in the 17th century, 
“A man of war is the best ambassador”.

As we head into the second quarter of 
the 21st century, it is evident that the stra-
tegic importance of the Indian Ocean will 
continue to grow due to the locus of the 
global economy shifting from the Atlantic 
to the Asia-Pacific. With the oceans play-
ing a crucial role in global energy security, 
and the growth in economic dependence of 
countries on ‘blue economy’, the need to 
ensure the freedom of safe transit for all 
mariners and the unhindered sustainable 
exploitation of the oceans is more impor-
tant than ever before. However, a multitude 
of issues threaten this freedom. These in-
clude the emergence of a belligerent and ex-
pansionist China as a global maritime pow-
er, unresolved ongoing regional conflicts, 
piracy, terrorism, drug smuggling, etc. 

Conclusion
India’s pivotal geographical position in the 
Indian Ocean requires it to play a central role 
in combating these threats for the greater 
good of all countries. The Indian Navy has 
emerged as a key security partner in the IOR 
to both regional and extra-regional navies 
due to the consistent democratic values of 
the Indian Republic; its respect for the rule 
of law; its excellent international diplomatic 
rapport; and the professional capability 
of the Indian Navy. The MILAN exercises 
illustrate the Indian Navy’s leadership in 
engendering a safer and more stable IOR for 
the benefit of all maritime countries. I am 
sure that the latest version of MILAN will 
be another ‘meeting’ of minds and hearts, 
which will contribute to strengthening 
goodwill and friendship between participat-
ing countries for mutual benefit. SP

Contribution of MILAN Exercises 
to India’s Outreach
The list of invitees to Exercise MILAN 2022 reflects the global reach and influence of the Indian Navy and also 
demonstrates the geo-political heft of India and clearly brings out our excellent diplomatic relations across the globe

MILAN, a biennial multilateral exercise, has grown progressively in magnitude. MILAN 2022, the largest-ever edition 
of this exercise with participation of some 40 countries including all major navies of the world, was inaugurated 
by Minister of State for Defence Ajay Bhatt in the presence of Chief of Naval Staff Admiral R. Hari Kumar and was 

conducted in two phases: Harbour Phase from February 22-28 and Sea Phase from March 1-4, 2022.

photographs: Indian Navy
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NAVAL AVIATION / FLEET REVIEw

n lt GenerAl nAreSh chAnd (retd)

P
RESIDENT AND SUPREME COM-
MANDER of the armed forc-
es of India, Ram Nath Kovind 
reviewed the Indian Navy Fleet 
at Visakhapatnam on February 

21, 2022. The Presidential Fleet Review is 
carried out once during the tenure of the 
President. With the theme ‘75 years in Ser-
vice of the Nation,’ Indian Navy showcased 
its latest state-of-the-art indigenously built 
combat platforms, which was also con-
ducted as part of the 75th anniversary of 
India’s Independence being celebrated as 
‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’.

After a 21-Gun Salute and Ceremonial 
Guard of Honour, the President embarked 
on the Presidential yacht, INS Sumitra, an 
indigenously built Naval Offshore Patrol 
Vessel. The President was received by De-
fence Minister Rajnath Singh and CNS Ad-
miral R. Hari Kumar. The Yacht sailed past 
44 ships from the Navy, Coast Guard, Ship-
ping Corporation of India and Ministry of 
Earth Sciences, lined up in four columns at 
anchorage off Visakhapatnam, exhibiting 
the nation’s maritime power in full display. 
A spectacular flypast was conducted as a 
part of the static review of the Fleet. During 
the final stage of the review, a column of 
warships and submarines carried out high-
speed steam past alongside the Presidential 
yacht. Several dynamic waterfront activities 

by Parade of Sails, Search and Rescue Dem-
onstration at Sea, Aerobatics by Hawk air-
craft and Water Para Jumps by the elite Ma-
rine Commandos were also demonstrated.

As the Presidential yacht passed be-
tween the review columns, each ship 
dressed in full regalia, manned by her ship’s 
company saluted the President with tradi-
tional “Three Jais” (victory) in a demonstra-
tion of the unconditional allegiance to the 
country and the Supreme Commander.

The President also witnessed demon-
stration of a flypast by 55 aircraft includ-
ing Chetaks, ALH, Sea Kings, Kamovs, Dor-
niers, IL-38SD, P-8I, Hawks and MiG- 29K.

Addressing the Fleet during the Re-
view, the President said that the Indian 
Navy’s constant vigil, prompt response to 
incidents and untiring efforts have been 
highly successful in ensuring safety of the 
seas and of the maritime commons which 
are critical to our trade and energy needs. 
The President expressed his happiness 
on the Indian Navy becoming increasingly 
self-reliant and being at the forefront of 
the ‘Make in India’ initiative. He noted that 
about 70 per cent of the contents of several 
warships and submarines under construc-
tion in various public and private ship-
yards across the country are indigenous. 
The Review was followed by the release of a 
special First Day Cover and a commemora-
tive stamp by the President in the presence 
of Defence Minister Rajnath Singh. SP

(Top) President Ram Nath Kovind witnessing the Fleet Review-2022 at Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh on 
February 21, 2022; (Above) President Ram Nath Kovind at the Presidential Fleet Review-2022 at Visakhapatnam. 

The Union Minister for Defence Rajnath Singh and other dignitaries are also seen.

President Kovind Reviews the Indian Navy Fleet
photographs: pIB

n Vice AdmirAl SheKhAr SinhA (retd)

T
HE PACE OF INITIATIVES being 
taken by the government for 
enlarging the maritime aviation 
envelope in the Indian Ocean 
Region (IOR) is not only signifi-

cant but also an acknowledgment of:
zz Importance being attached to India’s 

maritime sector overcoming the sea 
blindness baggage of the history and

zz We are plugging the gaps in the sector 
that we have accumulated over years.
Today, Indian Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi’s vision of $5 trillion economy needs 
full support from all sectors of the state 
as also of insurance needed to secure com-
merce flowing in and out of Indo-Pacific. 
We are witnessing that unfolding. The ex-
port has gathered momentum and so has 
manufacturing towards the end of current 
Financial Year. Post the presentation of na-
tional budget, it is evident that the govern-
ment is backing its words with adequate 
financial support.

Naval Aviation is at the cusp of enlarg-
ing its envelope over Indo Pacific and make 
maritime security even more powerful, giv-
en the emerging geo-economic competition 
which may turn into contestation, worse a 
conflict. Navy must be battle worthy and 
battle ready to deter any misadventures by 
competing and conflicting adversaries.

Maritime Patrol and Long Range Anti-
Submarine Aircraft
As a replacement to Tupolov 142 the Navy 
pushed hard to get P-8I Poseidon aircraft 
built on Boeing platform. Though, within 
the Navy there was much debate on choice 
of aircraft but ultimately the government 
saw the merit in Navy’s projected opera-

tional aim of keeping surveillance right 
across the IOR. 8 aircraft were signed for 
and when it joined the air arm, entire navy 
breathed a sigh of relief. Not only could 
it patrol for longer but also had state of 
the art radar and modern Air to Surface 
Missiles to prosecute a hostile surface tar-
get. It has data link which is on line with 
Navy’s robust MDA (Maritime Domain 
Awareness) network. It can talk to ships 
and update the surface picture of areas of 
immediate interest.

What’s more, it has very advanced sub-
marine detection capability and equally 
modern anti-submarine weapons which 
can prosecute a suspect submarine.

After the first 8 aircraft, option clause 
of another 4 was utilised and the aircraft 
have started joining the Indian Fleet based 
at Goa. The IL 38s are ageing and need re-
placement. The total requirement of MMMR 
and LRMRASW aircraft was projected at 21 
in 2006. Subject to Budgeting, these could 
move forward.

Anti-Submarine Warfare Helicopters
The obsolete Sea King Helicopters (42 A, 
42 B and 42 C) needed replacement quite 
sometimes back. The Government and 
Navy took a bold decision to buy 24 MH-
60R, very advanced ASW helicopters. Three 

of them have been handed over which are 
now being used for crew training right 
now. While helicopters begin to arrive, 
possibly they will operate from a central 
pool and embark ships when they move 
out of harbour. As the numbers increase, 
they will get allocated to individual ships. 
These are highly specialised machines to 
locate submarines using variable depth 
sonar, sonobuoys and possibly Magnetic 
Anomaly Detecting device. They are armed 
with accurate weapons to destroy an 
adversarial submarine. Short range Air to 
Surface Missiles could also neutralise ship 
targets. We are headed into better opera-
tional regime.

Shore based Advanced Light Helicop-
ters (ALH) MK III Navy have been inducted 
to meet the close distance ASW and Sur-
veillance tasks, search and rescue even by 
night will be possible being twin engine he-
licopter. Fillip to HAL. The ship borne ver-
sion is still some distance away.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
Since 26/11, UAVs have been integral part 
of Naval Aviation. They were procured 
from Israel to meet the immediate task of 
surveillance, since Navy didn’t have ade-
quate Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft. 
Searchers and Herons have done yeomen 
service since then.

Later, post formation of QUAD, accel-
erated by fast changing geopolitical sea-
scape Indian Navy was leased Predator 
Long Range UAVs which added much fillip 
to surveillance capabilities in the southern 
IOR. It has made Navy’s MDA even more 
robust. It is understood that armed Preda-
tors could be in the pipeline. Made in India 
long range UAVs too should join sooner 
or later.

There has been larger proliferation of 
smaller drones which will meet certain lo-
cal surveillance necessities.

Fighter Aircraft for IAC Vikrant and 
Follow on Aircraft Carrier
As we go to press, the Shore Based Test 
Facility has been used by French Rafale M 
fighter aircraft to demonstrate launch from 
Ski Jump which is fitted to the Aircraft Car-
rier Vikrant. The Rafale is a catapult launch 
aircraft onboard the FNS Charles d’ Gaulle 
and therefore its ability to launch from ski 
jump was tested. This will be followed by 
similar capability demonstration by Boeing 
F-18 Super Hornet. Subsequently these air-
craft have to prove their ability to traverse 
on the carrier lift to and from deck and han-
gar for maintenance. Thereafter extensive 
trials from the carrier to prove the Naval 
Air Staff Requirements. In the final analy-
sis the Government will take a call where 
there is cost benefit, which could accrue if 
both Navy and Air Force select the same 
aircraft. Even the manufacturer would have 
economy of scale and transfer the manufac-
turing plant to India under Strategic Part-
nership Model (SPM). Since Indian aviation 
hasn’t grown as well as other platforms in 
aviation sector, we have a lot of catching up 
under SPM. Till then the Government would 
have to support imports to maintain a cred-
ible defence in the IOR. Also, airborne ASW 
technology is quite advanced worldwide 
whereas Indian Navy’s needs being small, 
indigenous manufacturing are unwise and 
hence import option works better.

In the overall analysis the Navy is poised 
to take a maritime air power leap giving it 
the ability to locate anything which is in 
the air, on the surface of sea and under the 
surface of water anytime and anywhere. SP

Naval Aviation at the CUSP of Enlarging OP Envelope
Given the emerging geo-economic competition, Naval Aviation is on the threshold of enlarging its envelope over Indo-
Pacific and make maritime security even more powerful

The Government and Navy 
took a bold decision to buy 24 
MH-60R, very advanced ASW 
helicopters
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access to modern technology or for 
other reasons.

zz An innovation ecosystem for Defence 
titled Innovations for Defence Excel-
lence (iDEX) was launched in April 2018 
to create an ecosystem to foster inno-
vation and technology development in 
Defence and Aerospace by engaging 
private industries, start-ups, individual 
innovators, R&D institutes and aca-
demia, with provision for grants/fund-
ing and other support to carry out R&D. 
The MoD has earmarked `1,000 crore 
during 2021-22 for procurement from 
the iDEX Startups.

zz Reforms in Offset policy have been 
included in DAP 2020, with thrust on 
attracting investment and Transfer of 
Technology for defence manufacturing, 
by assigning higher multipliers to them.

zz The ‘Strategic Partnership (SP)’ Model 
was promulgated in May 2017, which en-
visages establishment of long-term stra-
tegic partnerships with Indian entities 
through a transparent and competitive 
process, wherein they would tie up with 
global Original Equipment Manufactur-
ers (OEMs) to seek technology transfers 
to set up domestic manufacturing infra-
structure and supply chains.

zz Two Defence Industrial Corridors have 
been set up, one each in Uttar Pradesh 
and Tamil Nadu, with investments of 
`20,000 crore by 2024. So far, investment 
of approximately `3,342 crore has been 
made in both the corridors by public 
as well private sector companies. More-
over, the respective State Governments 
have also announced their Aerospace & 
Defence Policies to attract private play-
ers as well as foreign companies includ-
ing Original Equipment Manufacturers 
(OEMs) in these two corridors.

zz An Inter-Governmental Agreement 
(IGA) on “Mutual Cooperation in Joint 
Manufacturing of Spares, Components, 
Aggregates and other material related 
to Russian/Soviet Origin Arms and De-
fence Equipment” was signed in Sep-
tember 2019. The objective of the IGA 
is to enhance the After Sales Support 
and operational availability of Russian 
origin equipment currently in service in 
Indian Armed Forces by organising pro-
duction of spares and components in 
the territory of India by Indian Industry 
by way of creation of Joint Ventures/
Partnership with Russian OEMs.

zz Defence Products list requiring Indus-
trial Licenses has been rationalised and 
manufacture of most of parts or com-
ponents does not require Industrial Li-
cense. The initial validity of the Industri-
al License granted under the IDR Act has 
been increased from three years to 15 
years with a provision to further extend 
it by three years on a case-to-case basis.

zz A Defence Investor Cell (DIC) has been 
created in February 2018 in the Minis-
try to provide all necessary informa-
tion and to address queries related to 
investment opportunities, procedures 
and regulatory requirements for invest-
ment in the Defence sector.
As a consequence, by May 2021, 333 pri-

vate companies had been issued a total of 
539 industrial licenses, and 110 companies 
had reported the commencement of pro-
duction of defence items. There is no doubt 
that much progress has been made in the in-
volvement of the private sector in defence. 
However, a major impediment that remains 
is the necessity to scale-up the private sec-
tor in the indigenous production of major 
defence systems such as warships, subma-
rines, aircraft, missile systems, etc, which 
today still remains under the exclusive pur-
view of the DRDO and Public sector DPSUs.

The Single Vendor Dilemma
To do so, India needs to overcome the 
conundrum of the single vendor situa-
tion. The reason why this is important 
is because of a few self-evident reasons. 
These include: firstly, the episodic nature 
of major defence purchases such as ships, 
submarines, aircraft, tanks, etc, because 
of their high cost and their long life. The 
second factor is the necessity for OEMs 
to maintain design teams and infrastruc-
ture, conduct R&D, and retain the requisite 
human resources over long periods of time, 
for the equipment to be truly indigenous. In 
the face of these realities flies the fact that 
it is not cost-effective for the private sector 
to maintain idle infrastructure or human 
expertise, and continue with the R&D nec-
essary to either upgrade or build the next 
generation of weapon systems during the 
long intervals between successive orders. 
Multi-vendor competition, while necessary 
for commonly used items is a disincentive 
for the private sector, which has to make a 
decent profit to survive. As a consequence, 
all countries that have a mature defence 
industry, each segment of major weapon 
systems and platforms generally have 
only one or at the most two OEMs, mainly 
in the private sector. These OEMs are able 
to continue in business because there is a 
degree of assurance that they will not only 
maintain the platforms and systems manu-
factured by them, but also be assured of 
further orders – either for the same item or 
its next generation version.

However, the problem of having a 
single vendor, who could hold the buyer 
hostage in terms of cost or quality, is defi-
nitely a situation that needs to be avoid-
ed. This has been resolved by the United 
States through the contrivance of the De-
fence Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) and 
the Defence Contract Maintenance Agency 
(DCMA).The DCAA’s primary function is 
to conduct independent audits of defence 
contracts to determine whether the prices 
quoted by defence contractors are ‘allow-

able, allocable and reasonable’. To do this, 
it is empowered to examine defence con-
tractor accounts, records and business 
systems to evaluate whether contractor 
business accounts and practices are in 
compliance with stipulated laws. The types 
of audits carried out by the DCAA include: 
‘Forward Audits’ (equivalent to our bench-
marking of cost); ‘Incurred Cost’ audits (to 
determine the accuracy of contractor cost 
estimations); and ‘Special Audits’ (to esti-
mate change of cost if scope of the contract 
is changed). The DCAA has a healthy inter-
action with industry bodies and takes into 
account feedback given by them to stream-
line the audit processes. The DCAA is itself 
auditable for its performance by the US 
Government Accountability Office. In its 
annual report to the US Congress for 2019, 
it was stated that the DCAA had saved the 
US Government $3.7 billion in defence 
spending in 2019. This mainly included big 
ticket items, generally manufactured by 
single vendors. The DCAA works in concert 
with the DCMA, who is responsible to en-
sure that the government receives the high-
est quality and services on time and at the 
greatest value for the dollar.

Conclusion
While many steps have been taken by the 
Government of India to incentivise the pri-
vate sector in defence production since 
2001, the past two decades have not yet 
seen any world class major weapons sys-
tems being produced by the private sector. 
The ‘Strategic Partnership’ model is a way 
forward, but we need to revisit the provi-
sion of RURs available with the earlier ver-
sions of the DPP, if we truly wish to involve 
the private sector in the design and devel-
opment of major weapon systems and plat-
forms in a sustainable manner. It can be 
argued that the business could be left to the 
DRDO and public sector DPSUs, but if we 
wish to harness the inherent efficiency and 
ability to attract the best human resources 
of the private sector, then India too needs 
to develop its own version of the DCAA and 
DCMA, not just to vet all defence contracts, 
but also to monitor its implementation 
over the equipment’s entire life cycle. Only 
such a mechanism will provide the continu-
ity and stability of defence orders to the 
private sector to enable them to invest in 
R&D, human resources and infrastructure. 
It is only when such enabling regulations 
are introduced will the private sector be 
able to embark on the business of produc-
ing major weapon systems and platforms, 
enable their upgrades and the production 
of their next generation versions. SP

The Author was the Flag Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval 
Command when he retired on November 
30, 2021. He is a Navigation and Direction 
specialist. He was also the Director 
General Naval Operations and the Chief of 
Personnel, Indian Navy.
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Indigenisation by Private Sector...Continued from page 3

Necessity to scale-up the private sector in the indigenous production of major defence systems still remains

By May 2021, 333 private 
companies had been issued a 
total of 539 industrial licenses, 
and 110 companies had 
reported the commencement 
of production of defence 
items. There is no doubt that 
much progress has been 
made in the involvement of 
the private sector in defence.
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